
july 2018 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 9th August. 

Grand Photo 

No winner this month due to there being no meeting but here’s a fantastic photo of the 
Cornish Alps as most of us would love to see them, from Phippsy’s historic convergence 
flight. (See later in this bulleting for a report) 
To get your masterpiece included in the KHPA calendar and win a copy, get snapping and 
send your photos to Daisy before Thursday 9th. 



A long time coming 
 
Saturday 14th July 2018, 05.15… it's already 
light and the tide is coming in nicely so up 
and off for a spot of fishing on Iona 
(courtesy of Mr Humphries) out of Portreath.  
What a beautiful morning it is and coupled 
with a couple of nice Bass (put back) and 
some mackerel (kept) a perfect start to the 
day. 
 
09.30 back home and a couple of Shreddies 
fill a hole in the stomach, well not quite fill it 
but goes towards it.  “Thinking of going up 
the Brea for a look”. Kaz decides she will 
come as well to see what’s on.  
 
10.15 up the Brea it's light and switchy. A 
few birds are around but nothing special.  
  
10.50 Kaz decides she has had enough and 
heads off, meeting Phil L just arriving. 
  
11.00 Phil arrives at the top just as I launch, 
heading for a couple of buzzards, only to 
watch me descend, landing 2/3rds down by 
the path up. 
 
11.45 Phil and I sit chatting, me thinking we 
have missed it as convergence builds to the 
south. Phil not so sure as he has watched 
birds climb as I walked up ….. 
 
12.15 More birds going up, blue to the 
north, few cumulus between us and the now 
increasing convergence. Two birds climbing 
in perfect spot we finally get gliders out. Phil 
sorts lines and suggests I go first … 
 
12.30 Seagull comes in in right spot at right 
height climbing nicely.  “Now it's all a matter 
of timing” I say as I look at Phil, ready to set 
up as soon as my feet leave the ground.  
Then it's off, turn left fly to the seagull now 
100'above me and beep beep beep up we 
go.  Enough height to 360 safely and it's 
beeping all the way, “Don't lose it” I say to 
myself! 
 
12.35 Climb weakens, not convinced it will 
get me up and away to where I want to go 
so take a gamble on heading back to the 
front… the beeping starts again and it's 

solid. I am out of there as Phil lays out on 
the rock.  It's a good solid climb and gives 
me time to look at what I am heading 
towards and make a plan. 
 
12.45 Arrive near cloudbase alongside the 
convergence, can see curtain cloud hanging 
down a little further south.  Here we go; 
turn east and start to fly along in buoyant, 
sometimes lifting air.  It’s a long time since I 
did this, off a tow at Smeatharpe, but I can 
remember thinking how narrow the lift band 
was then.  Searching the lift out by flying at 
a slight angle until it dropped off then 
turning about 30 degrees and flying to the 
other side of the lift seemed to work well, 
again a memory from years back. 
Time now became irrelevant as I tried to 
work out how to make the most of the 
opportunity; it's only been 35 years plus in 
the making!  The lift was not always solid 
and faded as the sea breeze came up the 
valley from Devoran but with good cumulus 
still on the north side I could go back into 
thermal mode to top up and move onto the 
next section, something that worked for 
much of the flight. 

  
Setting small goals helped, with Truro being 
the first. Again the convergence got 
disturbed due to the river, then Tresillian, 
Grampound and by the time St Austell was 
on the cards I was getting the hang of it and 
a lot more confident. 
The Eden project passed by as did an airliner 
descending into Newquay some 1000' below 
as I skimmed along near base at around 
3500' ASL.  Bodmin was to the north and 
Liskeard the next goal but thoughts of 
getting out of the county were in my head.  
 

Truro comes into view 



Just when you think it is easy something 
changes and all of a sudden a large area of 
overdevelopment appears between me and 
the county border; no doubt the sea breeze 
again pushing from the south.  Fortunately, 
the weekend before I came across a similar 
situation whilst returning towards 
Smeatharpe on my Hang Glider and 
managed to fly to the north end of it where 
it thinned before crossing with good lift all 
the way. 
The same tactic worked again, although 
having got in a little deep at one point it was 
full speed bar in 6 up just making the edge 
as the cloud arrived; I had set off 300' to 
400' below base luckily. Staying nearer to 
the sunny side, it was big ears and speed 
bar on the next occurrence, which kept 
things in control, but a seed had been sown 
… 
The river Tamar passed below and Devon 
arrived, with it Dartmoor loomed and the 
convergence started to break up, leaving 
some ragged thermals to keep me up for a 
while.  Still drifting east in the now 15 to 20 
kph drift, Brent Tor gliding club popped up 
along with a glider coring up nicely and I 
was soon circling back up with them. 
Dartmoor looked pretty dark from my point 
of view and the thought of cloud suck 
returned along with the thought of a long 
walk out. Negative thoughts … 
Flying north to try and get around the top 
soon proved impossible as the drift was too 
strong, so I returned to the south and 
towards Tavistock. A cunning plan 
developed: land at Tavistock in the playing 
field adjacent to Sam A’s house, get fed and 
hopefully a lift to the A30 to hitch home. 
Second thoughts, the field did not look so 

inviting in the breeze as it was in a valley 
with trees on the up wind edge. The car park 
by Cox Tor (where I did my very first HG 
hops back in the day) with ice cream van 
looked good. 
Circling back up in light lift I made my 
decision to pull out and land by the van (it 
was 17.15) and was soon enjoying a nice 
refreshing vanilla cone :) whilst trying to beg 
a charging session for my phone.  A few 
minutes later and “Hello Phippsy, what you 
doing here” I turned around to see Jonathon 
P, a hangy pilot from Tavistock who had been 
walking on the moor and spotted me. Ideal! 
A quick phone charge, a call to Sam A and in 
no time I was being dropped off, fed and 
watered then given a more than expected lift 
all the way to Victoria :)  

 
 

 
21.45 Arrive home. 
 
 What a day! No regrets other than not 
floating around a little longer before landing 
as the sky opened up over the moors within 
15 minutes of touchdown and also not 
understanding that the road across the moor 
was pretty much on my track. Still that's for 
another time or someone else to experience. 
Thanks to everyone involved and also to 

The full flight track 

Compare the track to the convergence line! 



Pete Coad who always believed this flight 
would happen and who put much time and 
effort into encouraging us to keep trying by 
example.  I am sure he would have shared 
in it and given me a hard time for landing 
early…in fact I can hear his voice berating 
me now. 
A lot learnt and good to know that what we 
talked about in the monthly matter on sea 

breezes and convergence came into play.  
 
Flight time – 4 hours 45 mins – max height 
4500 ASL – Glider Rush 5 M/L 
 
Doarama link 
http://doarama.com/view/2317421 
 

 

 
No Chairman’s Chat 

First of all, apologies for the late appearance 
of your favourite Cornwall based monthly 
free flying publication. Events have 
conspired against us, not least the cause of 
there being no Chairman’s chat: that is The 
Beloved Leader’s nasty motor bike accident. 
I’m sure most people have heard by now 
that Graham had a head on collision on a 
bend with another motor bike ridden by a 
German who had forgotten which side of the 
road he should be on. The chances of all the 
factors coming together like that must be 
pretty slim but that’s the nature of luck, 
good or bad. Graham is in hospital and 
looking at several weeks of recovery time 
but already moithering to get active again. 
And speaking of Germans, there was a 
potentially serious incident at St Agnes a few 
weeks ago when a German pilot misread 
conditions and, neglecting to seek local 
advice, launched and ended being rescued 
from the sea by the life boat. A lesson to us 
all to make sure we seek advice before flying 
any new site and give our full respect to any 
site, especially if there is no bottom landing. 
As the truism goes: it’s better to be on the 
ground, wishing you were in the air than 
being in the air, wishing you were on the 
ground.  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 



3, 2, 1….BANG! 
Another salutary tale by Mark Ashton Smith 

 
Thursday 12th July I'd been ridge soaring at 
St Agnes for an hour and decided to land. I 
pushed out over the sea in front of the 
landing field to give room to track back 
doing three tight 360s/spirals to burn off 
height. I then needed a better position so I 
reversed the direction to pull a 360 in the 
opposite direction. These 360s can all be 
seen in the graph below. As the wing pitched 
back it got a big left side collapse and span a 
little - no more than 90 degrees. I looked up 
to the wing to correct it with hands up, but 
there was no response. The wing was stalled 

and entered a tail slide. In the shopping cart 
of stalls, this is the one between the deep 
stall (parachutal) and the full stall. I tried a 
pump to kick it out of the stall, but nothing 
happened.  
On my tracklog, I was now between 100 and 
130 ft above the ground and falling at 5 m/s 
(the graph only shows averaged sink rate). 
Having run out of options I knew with a 
sinking heart that this was going to be a 
f***-up crash, no escaping it.  By 25m (80 
ft) AGL I was falling at 10 m/s going 
backwards - see track.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I was now looking at the ground rush with 
real focus, making sure I timed a PLF right. I 
was super-clear in my mind about this. 3-2-
1 BANG! Immediately after impact I raised 
and clenched the muscles in my arms and 
legs to check for major spinal damage. For a 
few seconds my limbs were numb and I had 
poor motor control over them, as though I 
was very drunk. Within a minute or so this 
improved a lot, although numbness in my 

left arm persisted. I lay on my back, unable 
to move my head without extreme pain in 
my neck. I believed that I'd broken it. I 
wasn't worried though since I knew I wasn't 
going to be paralysed and it would recover.  
Jerry and Dave were thankfully there on site 
to help. I wanted to make sure my harness 
wasn't cut up, but Jerry was (rightly) firm on 
not moving in case of spinal injury. It wasn't 
long before a helicopter arrived and I was 



given morphine, put on a stretcher and 
whisked off to Truro A&E in grand style. 
To cut a long story short I was – pretty 
miraculously– discharged the very next day 
with the following injuries on my report: 
“fractured sternum, mediastinal haematoma 
(internal bleeding around sternum), fracture 
T12 (likely old).” The T12 compression 
fracture was from a climbing accident from a 
couple of years ago – although I didn't know 
it was broken at the time! I also had a 
strained right ankle and bruised ribs. It 
takes a lot of force to break a sternum and if 
you Google it, it says: “Due to the 
associated injuries, the mortality rate for 
people with sternal fracture is high, at an 
estimated 25–45%. However, when sternal 
fractures occur in isolation, their outcome is 
very good.” Mmm. Through the PLF, I'd 
taken a lot of the impact through my legs 
and chest. I also had severe whiplash which 
resulted in my muscles seizing up round my 
neck and pinching a nerve from an old 
herniated disc problem which I got from a 
punch to the head boxing back in the day!  
But no broken neck or back. I couldn't 
believe it when the CT scan came back. The 
next day I was hobbling about, making 
dinner and doing the washing up (no getting 
out of it!) About 10 days after the crash I 
was off pain-killers and felt pretty good. It 
will be another 2-3 weeks before I can run, 
fly, climb etc, again. All good. 
 
Lessons I've learned? 1. Don't get too 
casual, wanging the wing around, at sites 

like Aggy – particularly in strong wind. The 
strong wind made the collapse more serious 
in my view. The landing area at Aggy is also 
known for occasional turbulence, and needs 
respect. 2. Don't goon about too casually on 
high performance wings, and keep them in 
good trim! 3. Best in turbulent sites 
(certainly this hot season) to fly with others 
who can help in case of an accident (e.g. 
Carn Brea). 4. A deliberate PLF saved my 
hide in this situation. I landed on the softer 
turf, but even in the worst-case scenario – 
landing on rooftops, or concrete - getting 
legs out early and taking a lot of force in the 
impact through them and the rest of your 
body with a timed PLF is mostly going to 
result in the better outcome than landing on 
your arse or back. Worth practicing them – 
as I did a lot jumping from high boulders in 
Porthcurno beach last year!  5. First aid 
skills among pilots in our club can prove 
useful in a situation like this. 6. Our local 
emergency services are excellent - support 
the NHS! 6. A very good idea – in an ideal 
world – to be as familiar with your wing's 
gone-to-shit behaviour as you can through 
SIV holidays once every year or two. The 
last time I did one was years ago – not 
ideal. 7. It means a lot when others in the 
club ask how you're doing or send their 
regards – thanks. 8. Don't let accidents put 
you off flying if they are not part of a 
pattern– process them and learn from them, 
update the rules you fly by, and get back to 
what you love doing as a wiser, more 
switched on pilot!  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



KHPA XC league 
At last some new entries for the leagues. Out and returns from the Phipps Phamily (Kaz and 
Graham) and the first scores for the new team competition, but very impressively, after more 
than 30 years of talking about it, Graham rides the convergence out of the county from Carn 
Brea on a paraglider. Result! 
 
XC leagues to 30-06-2018 
 
Hang gliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 133.5 

2 Wyn Davies 7.9 

3 Tim Jones 7.3 

 
 
 
 
 
 

For those who have forgotten about the Team Flying League here is a reminder of the rules. 
It’s an interesting, fun and supportive competition. Give it a go next time you’re on the hill 
with a few others. 
 
 

Team-flying league rules 2018 
To encourage team flying, a team-flying league will run alongside and separate from the main XC league. 

Individual pilots will score in the team-flying league by collaborating as a team with at least one other pilot and 
achieving a declared flight, either to goal or out and return. Scores in the league will be awarded to each pilot 
achieving the goal provided at least two pilots achieve the goal. Scores are awarded according to the rules of the 
main XC league though the handicapping will not apply. 

A pilot does not have to fly with the same team members every time. For each new task a pilot can team up with any 
other available pilot. 

A pilot can enter any number of flights. 

Any flights scoring in the team-flying league can also be entered in the main league. 

Pilots can fly beyond the goal for their flights to be included in the individual league but team-flying league scores 
will only be to the declared goal. 

 

Paragliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 281.2 

2 Kaz Phipps 10.2 

3 Jake Quintrell 8.7 

Team flying Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 8.5 

2 Kaz Phipps 8.5 

XC flights this month 

GP,KP 
GP 


